Fenror7 reduces the average internal threat detection time
from months to hours
Network based solution

By using a game changing approach to lateral
movement detection, Fenror7 provides near
immediate detection of internal cyber threats,
helping our customers avoid the unnecessary costs
of late threat detection.

Fenror7 uses proprietary technology to examine
network traffic and detect fundamental attack
concepts instead of trying to keep up with
identifying the zero-day of the week.

Easy to read results
Detecting threats and seeing the bigger picture of
security alerts can be a time-consuming task which
even highly trained incident response and security
specialists often find difficult to complete quickly.
Thanks to our easy to read clustered event map,
security personnel can immediately identify threats
and prevent further damage to the organization.

Multi-site enterprise solution
Fenror7’s multi-site enterprise solutions provide a single management point for multiple engine servers.
Our scalable multi-site solution is designed for enterprises with data centers spread out over multiple
geographic locations, and consists of a multi-site management server connected to detection engines
installed at each data center to provide a single – easy to read – view of internal threats against your
organization’s network.
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Your network is constantly changing
We understand that today’s networks will change significantly by tomorrow, and that keeping up with every
new device or technology that connects to it can sometimes be impossible. That’s why we designed our
products to be completely independent of the types of devices connected to your network without relying
heavily on benchmarking existing network behavior.

From ransomware to targeted attacks

Compatible with prevention systems

Whether dealing with ransomware or any other
type of targeted attack, from the moment attackers
breach the perimeter, they will need to move
laterally within the network. That’s why being able
to detect lateral movement quickly and efficiently
is a crucial part of defending your organization and
customers.

Fenror7’s products enhance the capabilities of
existing threat prevention systems by integrating
with them to provide our clients with the ability to
react immediately to internal threats moving
through the network.

About Fenror7
Armed with the understanding that existing security solutions do not provide the expected fast, consistent
and effective detection of internal cyber threats, Fenror7 set out to provide a better and more efficient way
to solve the problem by addressing it from an attacker’s point of view. While other solutions attempt to
detect lateral movement based on techniques that rely on end-point solutions, signatures or user behavior,
we reveal undetected cyber threats as they move by detecting attack concepts which can’t be avoided or
easily disguised as the attack spreads out through your network.
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